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ABSTRACT
We develop a formalism to estimate the intrinsic properties of FRBs from observations
by assuming a fixed DM contribution from a MW-like host galaxy, pulse temporal
broadening models for turbulent plasma and a flat FRB energy spectrum. We then
perform Monte Carlo simulations to constrain the properties of the FRB source, its
host galaxy and scattering in the intervening plasma from the current observations.
The typical scatter broadening of the intrinsic pulse is found to be considerably small
. 10−2−1 ms with the ISM contribution suppressed significantly relative to IGM. The
intrinsic width for non-repeating FRBs is broadened by a factor ∼ 2 − 3 on average
primarily due to dispersive smearing. The host galaxy DM contribution is likely to
be smaller than the Galactic contribution and the FRB energy decreases significantly
at high frequencies. We find that the FRB spatial density increases upto redshift
∼ 0.5 − 1.0 and then drops significantly at larger distances. We obtain the energy
distribution for FRB 121102 with repetition rate ∼ 0.1 − 0.3 hr−1 and exponential
energy cutoff that is significantly smaller compared to typical FRB energies. We find
that the probability of observing none of the other FRBs to be repeating at Parkes is
∼ 0.8− 1.0 with the current follow-up data insufficient to suggest more than one class
of FRB progenitors.
Key words: radio continuum: transients - cosmology: observations - scattering -
turbulence - ISM: general
1 INTRODUCTION
Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are radio transients with millisec-
ond duration and ∼Jy brightness, mostly detected from high
Galactic latitudes (Lorimer et al. 2007; Thornton et al.
2013). The physical origin of these bursts is still unknown,
primarily due to their short durations and the low angular
resolutions of the current radio surveys. The frequency de-
pendence of the arrival time delay (∝ ν−2) and the pulse
width evolution (∝ ν−4) of FRBs are both consistent with
propagation through cold, turbulent plasma suggesting their
astrophysical origin. Until date, more than 50 non-repeating
FRBs and two repeating FRBs have been published1, and
many more bursts are expected to be detected in the near
future with the improving sensitivities of the upcoming radio
transient surveys.
? E-mail: mukul.b@utexas.edu (MB)
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1 FRB catalogue lists the properties of all discovered FRBs
(Petroff et al. 2016)
The cosmological origin of FRBs is strongly suggested
by their large dispersion measures (integrated electron col-
umn density along the line of sight, DM =
∫
nedl ∼
103 pc cm−3), which typically exceeds the expected Galactic
interstellar medium (ISM) contribution by almost an order
of magnitude (Cordes & Lazio 2002). Assuming that most
of the excess DM is due to the ionized intergalactic medium
(IGM) contribution (Ioka 2003; Inoue 2004), the inferred
redshifts are in the range z ∼ 0.2 − 2 with a significant
isotropic energy release of ∼ 1038 − 1040 erg (Thornton et
al. 2013; Keane & Petroff 2015; Champion et al. 2016).
Due to their possible cosmological origin, FRBs can also be
potentially used as a probe to study the distribution of free
electrons in the IGM and cosmology (Gao et al. 2014; Zheng
et al. 2014). The ∼ms pulse duration constrains the FRB
source size, thereby implying high radio brightness tempera-
tures and coherent emission (Katz 2014; Luan & Goldreich
2014).
Although the all-sky isotropic event rate for FRBs
above fluence ∼1 Jy ms is relatively high ∼ 103−104 day−1
(Thornton et al. 2013; Champion et al. 2016; Rane et al.
2016), none of the FRBs except FRB 121102 (Scholz et
c© 2019 The Authors
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Table 1. Observed and inferred parameters for non-repeating FRBs published until January 2019 and with total DM exceeding
500 pc cm−3. For each reported FRB, we select the observation with largest S/N from the FRB catalogue. We place a lower DM
cutoff for the FRBs considered in our analysis here to reduce the error in the estimates of the inferred parameters which are based on
the assumption of the host galaxy DM contribution. We also exclude the FRBs with unresolved/imaginary intrinsic widths from our
analysis (see equation 3). The definitions of all burst parameters are discussed in Section 2.
FRB Speak,obs Fobs DMtot z Lint1/2 Eobs wobs wsc1/2 wint1/2
(Jy) (Jy ms) (pc cm−3) (1044 erg/s) (1042 erg) (ms) (ms) (ms)
010125 0.54 5.72 790.3 0.82 2.00/2.00 0.81 10.6 1.10× 10−2/1.94× 10−1 4.06/4.05
010621 0.53 4.24 748.0 0.20 0.11/0.11 0.03 8.0 5.08× 10−4/2.00× 10−2 2.93/2.93
090625 1.14 2.19 899.55 1.06 7.17/7.31 0.53 1.92 3.64× 10−2/2.98× 10−1 0.73/0.72
110220 1.11 7.31 944.38 1.12 6.35/6.35 1.94 6.59 4.51× 10−2/3.19× 10−1 3.06/3.05
110626 0.63 0.89 723.0 0.81 2.16/2.21 0.12 1.41 1.13× 10−2/2.04× 10−1 0.58/0.56
110703 0.45 1.75 1103.6 1.33 4.20/4.23 0.65 3.90 9.45× 10−2/4.01× 10−1 1.55/1.54
120127 0.62 0.75 553.3 0.61 0.97/0.98 0.06 1.21 3.21× 10−3/1.33× 10−1 0.60/0.59
121002 0.43 2.34 1629.18 2.00 11.19/11.23 1.86 5.44 4.90× 10−1/6.51× 10−1 1.66/1.66
130626 0.74 1.47 952.4 1.09 5.01/5.11 0.37 1.98 3.99× 10−2/3.07× 10−1 0.74/0.72
130729 0.22 3.43 861 1.01 0.97/0.97 0.75 15.61 2.97× 10−2/2.79× 10−1 7.73/7.73
131104 1.16 2.75 779 0.85 3.70/3.72 0.43 2.37 1.41× 10−2/2.19× 10−1 1.15/1.15
140514 0.47 1.32 562.7 0.62 0.63/0.63 0.11 2.82 3.41× 10−3/1.36× 10−1 1.68/1.68
150215 0.70 2.02 1105.6 0.82 2.08/2.09 0.28 2.88 1.16× 10−2/2.05× 10−1 1.37/1.37
151206 0.30 0.90 1909.80 2.28 20.63/20.13 0.90 3.0 8.18× 10−1/7.52× 10−1 0.44/0.45
151230 0.42 1.90 960.4 1.13 2.63/2.64 0.52 4.4 4.81× 10−2/3.25× 10−1 1.98/1.97
160317 3.0 63.00 1165 1.03 14.58/14.65 14.32 21.0 2.58× 10−1/1.90 9.82/9.78
160608 4.3 38.70 682 0.51 3.79/3.80 2.05 9.0 1.12× 10−2/6.60× 10−1 5.40/5.38
170107 22.3 57.98 609.5 0.68 163.88/171.71 5.64 2.6 5.76× 10−3/1.73× 10−1 0.34/0.33
170416 19.4 97.00 523.2 0.56 22.06/22.07 6.30 5.0 2.43× 10−3/1.28× 10−1 2.86/2.86
170428 7.7 34.00 991.7 1.17 96.79/98.14 9.92 4.4 6.16× 10−2/3.74× 10−1 1.02/1.01
171116 19.6 63.00 618.5 0.69 60.58/60.93 6.32 3.2 6.66× 10−3/1.90× 10−1 1.04/1.04
180110 128.1 420.00 715.7 0.82 964.88/988.45 59.18 3.2 1.38× 10−2/2.42× 10−1 0.61/0.60
180131 22.2 100.00 657.7 0.74 56.54/56.64 11.46 4.5 8.85× 10−3/2.09× 10−1 2.03/2.02
al. 2016; Spitler et al. 2016) and FRB 180814.J0422+73
(CHIME/FRB Collaboration 2019) have been observed to
repeat yet despite dedicated follow-up efforts (Petroff et al.
2015a; Ravi et al. 2015; Shannon et al. 2018). This might
be due to two possible reasons: (1) two different classes of
FRB progenitors (non-repeating and repeating bursts) as
suggested by Keane et al. (2016), or (2) observational bias
due to the finer localization and higher sensitivity of Arecibo
and CHIME relative to Parkes. The repeating FRB 121102
has been localised to within ∼ 0.1′′ resolution with the Jan-
sky VLA (Chatterjee et al. 2017) and is found to be as-
sociated to a dwarf star-forming host galaxy at z=0.19273
(Tendulkar et al. 2017) with a steady radio source at a
separation of . 0.01′′ determined with the European VLBI
(Marcote et al. 2017).
Several progenitor models, including both cataclysmic
and non-cataclysmic scenarios, have been proposed in the
FRB literature: collapsing supermassive neutron stars (NSs;
Falcke & Rezolla 2014; Zhang 2014), compact binary merg-
ers (Piro 2012; Kashiyama et al. 2013; Totani 2013),
galactic flaring stars (Loeb et al. 2014), radio emission
from pulsar companions (Mottez & Zarka 2014), magne-
tar giant flares (Popov & Postnov 2010; Kulkarni et al.
2014; Lyubarsky 2014; Katz 2016), supergiant pulses from
young pulsars (Connor et al. 2016; Cordes & Wasserman
2016; Lyutikov et al. 2016), young rapidly spinning magne-
tars (Kashiyama & Murase 2017; Metzger et al. 2017) and
plasma stream interacting with NS magnetosphere (Zhang
2017). While most of the aforementioned models are pri-
marily based on timescales and energetics considerations,
Kumar et al. (2017) and Lu & Kumar (2018) have re-
cently discussed the detailed calculations for the emission
conditions and the plasma properties for coherent curvature
radiation model. Here we concentrate only on the cosmolog-
ical origin of FRBs as supported by the localisation of FRB
121102 at z = 0.19273. We consider the FRBs with total
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DM > 500 pc cm−3 that were published until January 2019
for our analysis here. Unlike the previous population studies
of FRBs, we derive the intrinsic properties of FRBs directly
from observations.
In this study, we first develop a formalism to estimate
the intrinsic properties of the non-repeating and repeating
burst populations from the current observations. We then
perform Monte Carlo (MC) simulations based on these in-
trinsic properties to constrain the scattering properties of
the intervening IGM and ISM, FRB spatial density as a
function of z, host galaxy DM and the spectral index of
the assumed power-law FRB energy density. We also dis-
cuss whether the repeating FRB 121102 is representative of
the entire FRB population based on its repeating behaviour
and the follow-up observations for the non-repeating FRBs.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we esti-
mate the distances and intrinsic widths for the FRBs us-
ing appropriate models for the IGM and ISM properties,
and further evaluate the energies and luminosities for these
bursts. We then describe our MC code in Section 3 and dis-
cuss the simulation results in Section 4. We constrain the
model parameters for the FRB population using the cur-
rent observations. In Section 5, we investigate whether the
repeating FRB 121102 is representative of all FRBs, and
finally present our summary and conclusions in Section 6.
2 FRB INTRINSIC PARAMETERS FROM
OBSERVABLES
In this section, we first estimate the distances to the ob-
served FRBs from their total dispersion measure (DMtot)
by assuming a fixed host galaxy DM contribution (DMhost).
We then obtain the intrinsic pulse widths (wint) from the
observed FRB widths (wobs) using scattering models for the
pulse temporal broadening due to the multipath propagation
through the ionized ISM and IGM. The burst luminosities
and energies are calculated for a flat energy spectrum from
the peak flux density, distance and the frequency range for
FRB radio emission. We study the correlation between the
intrinsic parameters and the relative contributions from dif-
ferent width components.
2.1 Distance and width estimates
The total DM for any FRB has contributions from the IGM
(DMIGM ), the Milky Way (MW) ISM (DMMW ) and the
host galaxy ISM. Including the cosmological expansion fac-
tor for the host galaxy contribution gives
DMtot = DMIGM +DMMW +
DMhost
(1 + z)
(1)
The IGM contribution increases with the source redshift as
(Ioka 2003; Inoue 2004; Deng & Zhang 2014)
DMIGM =
c
H0
∫ z
0
fIGMne(z
′)x(z′)dz′
(1 + z′)2[Ωm(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ]0.5
= (1294.9 pc cm−3)
∫ z
0
(1 + z′)dz′√
(1 + z′)3 + 2.7
(2)
where fIGM = 0.83 is the fraction of baryon mass in the
IGM, ne(z) = 2.1×10−7(1+z)3 cm−3 is the number density
of free electrons, x(z) ≈ 7/8 is the ionization fraction with
cosmological parameters as H0 = 68 km s
−1Mpc−1, Ωm =
0.27 and ΩΛ = 0.73.
The DM contribution from the Galactic ISM along the
FRB source line of sight is obtained from the NE2001 model
(Cordes & Lazio 2002). The host galaxy DM contribution
depends on the type of the galaxy, location of the FRB
source within the galaxy as well as our viewing angle relative
to the galaxy. Although the host galaxy for the repeating
FRB 121102 has been identified to be a dwarf star-forming
galaxy (Tendulkar et al. 2017), there is still no informa-
tion about the host galaxies for the other sources. Due to
the uncertainties associated with the host galaxy properties
and the FRB source location inside them, here we assume
that the host galaxy has a free electron density distribution
similar to that of the MW with a typical contribution of
DMhost ≈ 100 pc cm−3. With the values of DMtot, DMMW
and DMhost known, we solve for the redshifts of the non-
repeating bursts from equation (1). As the host galaxy for
the repeating FRB 121102 is localized at z=0.19273 (Ten-
dulkar et al. 2017), the DMIGM value is precisely known
and equation (1) further gives DMhost ≈ 281 pc cm−3. Once
z is estimated, the comoving distance to the source is ob-
tained as D(z) = (8.49 Gpc)
∫ z
0
[(1 + z′)3 + 2.7]−0.5dz′ with
a luminosity distance DL(z) = (1 + z)D(z).
The intrinsic width of a cosmological FRB source is
broadened due to both propagation and telescope effects.
Excluding the pulse broadening components from the ob-
served width gives
w2int =
w2obs − (w2DM + w2samp + w2IGM + w2ISM,MW )
(1 + z)2
−w2ISM,host
(3)
where, wDM = 8.3×106(DMtot∆ν/ν30 ) ms, is the dispersive
smearing across single frequency channels with ∆ν and ν0
being the channel bandwidth and the central frequency of
observation in MHz, respectively. While wsamp is the sam-
pling time of the observation, wIGM/wISM,MW /wISM,host
denotes the pulse temporal broadening due to scattering in
the IGM/MW ISM/host galaxy ISM and (1 + z) is the cos-
mic expansion factor.
As the radio pulses propagate through the ionised
plasma in the intervening IGM and ISM, they are scattered
due to the inhomogeneities in the electron density along the
line of sight resulting in multipath propagation and thereby
scatter broadening. The reported scattering timescales are
significantly larger compared to the scattering timescales ex-
pected from the Galactic turbulence along such lines of sight
and it is expected that most of the scattering is predomi-
nantly due to the IGM (Williamson 1972; Macquart & Koay
2013). Due to the absence of sufficient information on the
FRB scattering timescales, we consider two models to eval-
uate the ISM and IGM scattering broadening timescales for
each FRB as discussed below.
(i) Scattering model 1: We assume that the temporal
broadening wISM,host/MW due to scattering in the host
galaxy/MW ISM is related to DMhost/MW as given by the
empirical fit obtained by Krishnakumar et al. (2015),
wISM,host/MW = (4.1× 10−8 ms) 4f(1− f)
× (1.00 + 1.94× 10−3DM2.0host/MW )
DM2.2host/MW
ν4.40,GHz
(4)
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Figure 1. Pulse width and luminosity distributions for non-repeating bursts: Top-left panel: Histograms for widths wobs, wint1 and wint2,
Top-right panel: Chi-squared fits for cumulative distributions of wobs, wint1 and wint2, Bottom-left panel: Histograms of luminosities
Lobs, Lint1 and Lint2, Bottom-right panel: Chi-squared fits for cumulative distributions of Lobs, Lint1 and Lint2. The index 1/2 for the
burst parameters denotes scattering model 1/2. The functional forms used for the chi-squared fits of the cumulative distributions are
power-law, exponential and gaussian (see Table A2).
where ν0,GHz = ν0/10
3 is the central frequency in GHz and
4f(1 − f) is the lever-arm factor by which wISM,host/MW
is suppressed. We use f = 25 kpc/DL, where DL is the lu-
minosity distance (in kpc) from the source to the observer
and 25 kpc is the typical extent of a MW-like galaxy. Al-
though most of the scattering material is present in the ISM
of the host galaxy or the MW, their contribution to scatter
broadening is expected to be significantly suppressed by a
factor 4f(1 − f) ∼ 10−4 due to the asymmetric placement
of the scattering screens relative to the source and the ob-
server (Williamson 1972; Vandenberg 1976; Lorimer et al.
2013). As the average electron density fluctuations in the
IGM are expected to be less significant compared to the ISM,
we assume that the scatter broadening due to IGM can be
obtained by rescaling the ISM contribution by three orders
of magnitude (Lorimer et al. 2013; Caleb et al. 2016),
wIGM = (4.1× 10−11 ms) (1.00 + 1.94× 10−3DM2.0IGM )
×DM
2.2
IGM
ν4.40,GHz
(5)
As opposed to the host galaxy/MW ISM scattering, IGM
scattering is unaffected by geometrical effects such as the
lever-arm effect.
(ii) Scattering model 2: In this model, we assume that the
ISM scatter broadening contribution from the host galaxy
and the MW are still given by the wISM −DM relation in
equation (4). However, instead of rescaling wISM,host/MW
to obtain wIGM , we use the theoretical temporal smearing
expression for IGM turbulence as obtained by Macquart &
Koay (2013),
wIGM (z) =
kIGM
ν40,GHzZL
∫ z
0
dz′
[Ωm(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ]
0.5
×
∫ z
0
(1 + z′)3
[Ωm(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ]
0.5 dz
′ (6)
where ZL = (1 + z)
2
[
(1 + z)−√z(1 + z)]−1 and kIGM is
the normalisation factor (see Appendix A for a detailed
derivation of equation 6). We fix the value of kIGM =
2.94 × 1012 ms MHz4 from equation (3) such that wint 6√
w2obs − (w2DM + w2samp + w2IGM )/(1 + z) is a real quantity
for all the resolved FRBs in Table 1.
While wIGM from model 1 is based on the assumption
that the nature of IGM turbulence is similar to that of the
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2019)
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Figure 2. Pulse width and luminosity distributions for repeating bursts: Top-left panel: Histograms for widths wobs, wint1 and wint2,
Top-right panel: Chi-squared fits for cumulative distributions of wobs, wint1 and wint2, Bottom-left panel: Histograms of luminosities
Lobs, Lint1 and Lint2, Bottom-right panel: Chi-squared fits for cumulative distributions of Lobs, Lint1 and Lint2. The index 1/2 for the
burst parameters denotes scattering model 1/2. The burst parameters for the repeating FRB 121102 are obtained from Spitler et al.
(2016), Scholz et al. (2016), Scholz et al. (2017), Law et al. (2017), Hardy et al. (2017), Michilli et al. (2018), Gajjar et al. (2018)
and Spitler et al. (2018). The functional forms used for the chi-squared fits of the cumulative distributions are power-law, exponential
and gaussian (see Table A3).
Galactic ISM and can be estimated with an observationally
established empirical fit, wIGM from model 2 is based on a
completely theoretical model for IGM turbulence which has
not been observationally verified. Previous FRB population
studies (Bera et al. 2016; Caleb et al. 2016) have used
wISM −DM relation for pulsars in the MW ISM from Bhat
et al. (2004) in order to estimate the IGM and ISM scatter
broadening widths. However, it has already been shown by
Hassall et al. (2013) and Lorimer et al. (2013) that the
scatter broadening of known FRBs is significantly smaller
compared to that estimated from the Bhat et al. (2004)
model. The pulse scattering width estimated from the Bhat
et al. (2004) model increases considerably beyond z ∼ 0.5
(see Figure 1 of Bera et al. 2016) and typically exceeds the
observed pulse widths for the known FRBs at high redshifts
(see Table 1). For DMhost/MW . 100 pc cm−3  DMIGM ,
wISM,host/MW obtained from equation (4) is considerably
smaller compared to wIGM and other width components in
equation (3). The values of all the observed burst and tele-
scope parameters in equations (1-6) are obtained from the
FRB catalogue.
2.2 Luminosity and energy estimates
As the width of a radio pulse gets broadened by scattering in
the turbulent plasma, the pulse is smeared across a longer
time interval, thereby reducing its peak flux density. The
fluence Fobs, proportional to the total emitted energy of the
pulse, is assumed to be unaffected by the scatter broadening
for each burst. Once wint for a given FRB is obtained from
equation (3), the corresponding intrinsic peak flux density
can be estimated from the fluence as Speak,int = Fobs/wint.
For a power-law energy distribution of the FRB source, the
bolometric luminosity and energy for the burst are given by
(Lorimer et al. 2013),
L = Speak × 4piD
2(z)(ν′α+1max − ν′α+1min )
(1 + z)α−1
(
ν2 − ν1
να+12 − να+11
)
E = Fobs × 4piD
2(z)(ν′α+1max − ν′α+1min )
(1 + z)α−1
(
ν2 − ν1
να+12 − να+11
)
(7)
where ν′min/max is the minimum/maximum emission fre-
quency of the FRB source, α is the spectral index and
ν1/2 is the lowest/highest frequency in the observing band
of the telescope. In order to evaluate the intrinsic lumi-
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2019)
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nosity and energy distributions for the observed bursts,
we assume a flat energy spectrum (α ≈ 0) to obtain:
Lint = 4piSpeak,intD
2(z)(ν′max − ν′min)(1 + z) and Eobs =
4piFobsD2(z)(ν′max − ν′min)(1 + z). Here we use ν′min =
600 MHz and ν′max = 8 GHz that are consistent with the
current observed FRB population (FRB catalogue). The as-
sumption of a flat energy spectrum is reasonable as the FRB
emission spectrum is poorly constrained at present with the
spectral indices varying within a wide range.
The left-half panels in Figure 1 show the histograms for
the distributions of pulse width and luminosity of the 23
non-repeating bursts from Table 1, while the right-half pan-
els show three functional fits for the cumulative distributions
of the corresponding quantities. We obtain chi-squared fits
for the cumulative distributions of the non-repeating burst
parameters using three different functional forms: power-
law, exponential and gaussian with zero mean, where the
error for each data point is quantified with Poisson fluc-
tuations. We find that wint for most bursts is a factor of
∼ 2− 3 smaller compared to wobs and is within a relatively
broad range of ∼ 0.3−10 ms. While most of the bursts have
wint . 5 ms, there is considerable spread in the width val-
ues suggesting that they are not peaked around wint ≈ 1 ms
as assumed for previous MC simulations (Bera et al. 2016;
Caleb et al. 2016).
We find that the cumulative distribution of wint for
non-repeating bursts is best fitted with an exponential dis-
tribution, with a cutoff around wint ∼ 2 ms that is about
half of the wobs exponential cutoff. Lint varies by almost four
orders of magnitude from ∼ 1043 erg/s to ∼ 1047 erg/s with
a peak luminosity around ∼ 6× 1044 erg/s. As the inferred
Lint values of the observed non-repeating bursts vary within
a wide range, FRBs are significantly unlikely to be standard
candles. We find that the cumulative distribution of Lint
is best fitted with an exponential distribution for the non-
repeating bursts, with a Lint cutoff around ∼ 2×1045 erg/s
that is roughly twice of the exponential cutoff for Lobs. Fur-
thermore, there is no significant difference in the width and
luminosity distribution fit parameters obtained by changing
the scattering models.
The left-half panels in Figure 2 show the histograms
for the width and luminosity distributions of the known
sub-bursts from the repeating FRB 121102. The right-half
panels show the chi-squared fits (with the same functional
forms as the non-repeating bursts) for the cumulative width
and luminosity distributions. Even though the average wint
for repeating burst is smaller compared to that for the
non-repeating bursts, it still varies by almost two orders
of magnitude from ∼ 0.1 − 8 ms with most bursts having
wint . 3 ms. The fractional pulse broadening ∆wint/wint =
(wobs−wint)/wint for the repeater is also found to be smaller
compared to the non-repeating bursts, which is expected
due to its smaller distance, and thereby lesser scatter and
dispersion broadening. The cumulative wint distribution is
best fitted with an exponential distribution with a cutoff
wint ∼ 1.6 ms that is slightly smaller than the correspond-
ing cutoff for wobs ∼ 2.1 ms. The luminosity varies in a
considerably smaller range, Lint ∼ 1041 − 1043 erg/s, com-
pared to the non-repeaters. We find that the cumulative Lint
distribution is best fitted with an exponential distribution,
with a cutoff Lint ∼ 2.7 × 1042 erg/s that is slightly larger
compared to the Lobs cutoff. Similar to the non-repeating
bursts, the difference between the scattering models is al-
most negligible.
2.3 Burst parameter correlation and width
components
Once the burst parameters are estimated from the FRB
observables, we can study the correlation between differ-
ent parameters and the burst distance/energy for the non-
repeating/repeating FRBs. We show the dependence of
Speak, DM and L on z for the non-repeating bursts in the
top-left, top-right and bottom-left panels of Figure 3. We
find that both the observed and intrinsic Speak of these
events have no apparent correlation with the inferred dis-
tances. However, the relative scatter in the flux values
for a given distance is considerably larger for intermediate
z ∼ 1. While the IGM contribution to the DM is found
to be comparable to the host galaxy contribution for small
z ≈ 0.2, DMIGM/DMhost & 10 for larger z & 0.6. As
most of the currently detected bursts have z & 0.6, small
variations in DMhost is not expected to significantly af-
fect DMEx = DMhost + DMIGM , provided that the typ-
ical host galaxy properties are not very different from that
of the MW. Furthermore, we only consider FRBs with
DMtot > 500 pc cm−3 to minimize the error in the inferred
z due to the assumptions about the host galaxy properties.
The burst luminosities increase on an average with an in-
crease in the burst distance, which is expected as Speak for
FRBs is almost independent of z. Moreover, the bursts with
higher Lint are easier to detect from larger distances com-
pared to dimmer FRBs, for a given telescope sensitivity. Due
to the apparent positive correlation of the burst luminosi-
ties with their inferred distances, FRBs are not expected to
be standard candles as previously expected. In the bottom-
right panel of Figure 3, the dependence of Speak on Eobs is
shown for the reported sub-bursts of repeating FRB 121102.
We find that the more energetic sub-bursts have a larger
value of Speak on average, which is reasonable as brighter
bursts detected from a given distance are expected to emit
more energy.
The scatter broadening width for a given FRB source
can be written as, wsc = [w
2
ISM,MW + w
2
ISM,host(1 + z)
2 +
w2IGM ]
0.5. For non-repeating FRBs, we show the variation
of the observed width components wDM , wsc and wint
with distance in the top-left panel of Figure 4, while the
variation of the scattering width components wISM,host,
wISM,MW and wIGM with distance are shown in the top-
right panel of Figure 4. The ISM broadening contributions
are found to be very small with wISM,MW . 10−3 ms and
wISM,host . 10−6 ms, which is expected as the ISM con-
tribution is suppressed relative to the IGM contribution by
the geometrical factor 4f(1 − f) ∼ 10−4. While the width
broadening due to IGM turbulence is larger atleast by an or-
der of magnitude for scattering model 2 at smaller redshifts
z . 1, the IGM contributions for both scattering models
are roughly equal for z & 2 as wIGM increases faster with
distance for model 1. The dispersive smearing wDM is ap-
proximately of the same order of magnitude as wobs and
wint for a given FRB, with 10
−1 ms . wDM . 101 ms
for all bursts. The smallest contribution to the pulse width
broadening is from scattering with wsc . 1 ms for almost
all bursts. As wobs ∼ wDM  wsc for most FRBs, wDM
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Figure 3. Variation of burst parameters with distance for non-repeating bursts and with energy for repeating FRB: Top-left panel:
Dependence of peak flux densities Speak on distance for non-repeating FRBs, Top-right panel: Dependence of dispersion measure DMtot
on distance for non-repeating FRBs, Bottom-left panel: Dependence of luminosities L on distance for non-repeating FRBs, Bottom-right
panel: Dependence of peak flux densities Speak on burst energy for FRB 121102.
is the dominant contribution to the temporal broadening.
Even though the intrinsic pulse width varies considerably
with 10−1 ms . wint . 10 ms, the two scattering mod-
els are essentially indistinguishable due to the small scatter
broadening contributions with wint,1 ≈ wint,2.
The bottom-left panel of Figure 4 shows the variation
of wobs components with Eobs, while the bottom-right panel
shows the variation of wsc components with the emitted
energy for the sub-bursts of FRB 121102. We find that
the ISM broadening contributions from both host galaxy
and MW are very small with wISM,host/MW . 10−4 ms
for all sub-bursts. As the redshift z ≈ 0.19273 is relatively
small for FRB 121102, the width broadening due to IGM
turbulence is much more significant for scattering model
2 relative to model 1. The dispersive smearing is found
to be smaller compared to most non-repeating FRBs with
10−1 ms . wDM . 1 ms. While wobs and wint are approxi-
mately of the same order of magnitude, wDM is about one
order of magnitude smaller. We find that scatter broadening
wsc . 2× 10−2 ms is the smallest contribution to the width
broadening. Even though wDM is the dominant contribution
to the pulse broadening with wobs > wDM  wsc, wDM for
FRB 121102 sub-bursts are considerably smaller compared
to that for the non-repeating FRBs due to the relatively
small DMtot for FRB 121102. The intrinsic width varies
considerably within 1 ms . wint . 10 ms with wint ≈ wobs,
implying that a considerable fraction of wobs for FRB 121102
is from wint and not due to the dispersive smearing or scatter
broadening of the pulse. Although wsc1  wsc2, the scatter-
ing models are still indistinguishable with wint,1 ≈ wint,2
due to the minimal IGM and ISM scatter broadening con-
tributions.
For both non-repeating bursts and FRB 121102, we find
that most of the pulse temporal broadening is due to dis-
persive smearing and not IGM or ISM scattering. The con-
tribution from wDM to the width broadening is found to
be considerably larger for the non-repeating FRBs in com-
parison to the FRB 121102 sub-bursts, which is expected
due to the larger DMtot values for the non-repeating FRBs.
The IGM scatter broadening is the dominant contribution to
wsc for both classes of FRBs while the wISM contributions
are significantly smaller due to the geometrical lever-arm
effect. The intrinsic width for both FRB classes is found
to be largely scattering model-independent. Moreover, there
is a considerable spread in the wint values within a range
of ∼ 10 ms/∼ 8 ms for the non-repeating/repeating bursts
with most FRBs having wint . 5 ms/wint . 3 ms. We esti-
mate the average relative broadening of the intrinsic width,
∆wint/wint = (wobs −wint)/wint, to be ∼ 150%/∼ 20% for
the non-repeating/repeating FRBs.
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Figure 4. Variation of pulse width components for non-repeating FRBs and repeating FRB 121102: Top-left panel: Variation of wobs
components - wDM , wsc and wint, with distance for non-repeating FRBs, Top-right panel: Variation of wsc components - wISM,host,
wISM,MW and wIGM , with distance for non-repeating FRBs, Bottom-left panel: Variation of wobs components with burst energy for
FRB 121102 sub-bursts, Bottom-right panel: Variation of wsc components with burst energy for FRB 121102 sub-bursts.
Table 2. System parameters for the Parkes multibeam (MB) receiver are obtained from Thornton (2013) and those for the Arecibo
L-band feed array (ALFA) are obtained from Spitler et al. (2014).
Parameter Parkes MB Arecibo ALFA
Digitization factor (β) 1.07 1.16
System temperature (Tsys) 30 30
Central frequency in MHz (ν0) 1352 1375
Frequency bandwidth in MHz (νbw) 338 323
Channel bandwidth in MHz (∆ν0) 0.390 0.336
Sampling width in ms (wsamp) 0.0640 0.0655
3 MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
In the previous section, we developed a formalism in order to
estimate the intrinsic properties of the FRBs such as wint,
Speak,int, Lint and Eobs, from the observables for both non-
repeating and repeating bursts. Here we describe our MC
code with which we constrain the various properties of the
FRB source, its host galaxy and the intervening turbulent
plasma from the observed properties of the reported FRBs.
We first discuss the initial parameters and distributions used
in the MC code. Next, we briefly describe the algorithm of
our MC code.
3.1 Input parameters
The input parameters used for our MC simulations are:
• Burst type: We categorise all FRBs into two different
classes of bursts: non-repeating and repeating FRBs.
We model the population of the non-repeating/repeating
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Figure 5. Comparison of wobs, Speak,obs and DMtot for simulated NE (left-half panels) and SFH (right-half panels) FRBs with non-
repeating FRBs detected by Parkes: In each panel, the MC simulation results are shown for DMhost parameter β = 0.1, 1.0, 10.0, spectral
index α = −3.0,−1.5, 1.5, 3.0 and both scattering models. The values for the burst parameters are scaled from their actual values by a
factor of 0.2/5.0 for β = 0.1/10.0 to avoid overlap. Top-left panel: Simulation results for wobs of NE FRBs, Top-right panel: Simulation
results for wobs of SFH FRBs, Center-left panel: Simulation results for Speak,obs of NE FRBs, Center-right panel: Simulation results for
Speak,obs of SFH FRBs, Bottom-left panel: Simulation results for DMtot of NE FRBs, Bottom-right panel: Simulation results for DMtot
of SFH FRBs. The scattering model 1/2 is denoted by the dashed/solid lines and the index 1/2 for the KS values.
FRBs found at the Parkes MB/Arecibo ALFA (see
Table 2 for the system parameters of these surveys).
Parkes MB/Arecibo ALFA has 13/7 beams with dif-
ferent beam center gains Gbeam and beam radii rbeam.
For Parkes MB, rbeam = 7.0
′ (7.05′) [7.25′] and
Gbeam = 0.731 (0.690) [0.581] K Jy
−1 for beam 1 (2-
7) [8-13], while Arecibo ALFA has rbeam = 3.35
′ (3.35′) and
Gbeam = 10.4 (8.2) K Jy
−1 for beam 1 (2-7).
• Scattering model: To determine the scatter broadening of
the intrinsic pulse width for each FRB due to propagation
through the turbulent ISM and IGM, we consider either
scattering model 1 or model 2 (see Section 2.1).
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Figure 6. Comparison of non-repeating FRBs detected by Parkes and simulated wobs, Lobs and Eobs for PL FRB population with varying
zcrit (left-half panels) or varying (αl,αu) (right-half panels): The MC simulation results are shown for the six cases described in Section
4.2 with the KS subscripts denoting the scattering model. The FRB parameter values are scaled by a factor 0.2/5.0 for zcrit = 1.0/3.0
in the left-half panels, while the corresponding values are scaled by 0.2/5.0 for (αl,αu)=(0,-3)/(0,0) in the right-half panels to avoid
overlap. Top-left panel: Simulated wobs for fixed (αl,αu)=(2.7,-2.9) and varying zcrit=1.0,2.0,3.0, Top-right panel: Simulated wobs for
fixed zcrit = 1.85 and varying (αl,αu)=(0,-3),(3,0),(0,0), Center-left panel: Simulated Lobs for fixed (αl,αu) and varying zcrit, Center-
right panel: Simulated Lobs for fixed zcrit and varying (αl,αu), Bottom-left panel: Simulated Eobs for fixed (αl,αu) and varying zcrit,
Bottom-right panel: Simulated Eobs for fixed zcrit and varying (αl,αu).
• FRB source spatial density n(z): In order to estimate the
number of FRB sources in a given comoving volume, we
consider three different spatial density distributions:
(i) Non-evolving (NE) population: The number of FRB
progenitors increases linearly with the comoving vol-
ume for a non-evolving population. From Table 1, we
know that the maximum inferred redshift value for the
reported FRBs is z ≈ 2.3. We generate FRBs upto
a maximum redshift zmax = 3.0, corresponding to a
maximum comoving volume Vc,max ≈ 1286 Gpc3 for
typical cosmological parameters. The comoving distances
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to the FRBs are obtained as Dc = (3ζ1Vc,max/4pi)
1/3,
where ζ1 is a uniform random number between 0 and
1. The associated z is then obtained by inverting
D(z) = (8.49 Gpc)
∫ z
0
[(1 + z′)3 + 2.7]−0.5dz′.
(ii) Tracking cosmic star formation history (SFH): As the
majority of the FRB progenitor models suggested (in-
cluding both cataclysmic and non-cataclysmic scenarios)
involve young neutron stars, the spatial distribution of
FRBs is expected to track the cosmic SFH. Further-
more, few reported FRBs have inferred distances exceed-
ing z ≈ 2.0, in which case the FRB spatial density can
be significantly different compared to a NE population.
We consider the cosmic SFH functional fit suggested by
Madau & Dickinson (2014),
ψ(z) = (0.015 Myr
−1Mpc−3)
(1 + z)2.7
1 + [(1 + z)/2.9]5.6
(8)
The FRB redshifts are generated by inverting
ζ2 =
∫ z
0
ψ(z′)dz′/
∫ 3
0
ψ(z′)dz′, where ζ2 is a uniform
random number between 0 and 1. We then obtain
z = 12.05ζ2− 57.16ζ22 + 167.97ζ32 − 259.28ζ42 + 199.04ζ52 −
59.63ζ62 .
(iii) Power-law (PL) distribution: We also consider a broken
power-law FRB spatial density given by,
n(z) = n0
{
(1 + z)αl , zmin 6 z < zcrit
(1 + z)αu , zcrit 6 z 6 zmax (9)
where n0 is a constant, αl/αu is the lower/upper power-
law index, zmin/zmax is the minimum/maximum redshift
and zcrit is the redshift at which n(z) peaks. We try to
constrain the distribution parameters αl, αu and zcrit
from the observed FRB population. From the cosmic SFH
fit (equation 8), we have αl ≈ 2.7 at low z, αu ≈ −2.9 at
high z and zcrit ≈ 1.85 from the peak of the distribution.
We use zmin = 0 and zmax = 3.0 to generate the FRB
redshifts from the power-law n(z) distribution.
• β-parameter for DMhost: As opposed to a constant
DMhost contribution along all lines of sight, we assume
that the free electron density distribution in the host galaxy
is similar to that of the MW and can be obtained using
the NE2001 model. We estimate the DM contribution
due to the host galaxy ISM along the FRB source line of
sight as, DMhost = βDMNE2001, where β is the parameter
that accounts for the size of the FRB source host galaxy
relative to the MW and DMNE2001 is the DM value
predicted by the NE2001 model. In this work, we consider
β = 0.1, 1.0 and 10.0 for the non-repeating FRBs. For the
repeating FRB 121102, we use DMMW = 188 pc cm
−3 and
DMhost = 281 pc cm
−3 for all generated FRBs.
• FRB energy density spectral index α: Instead of using a
flat FRB energy spectrum, we assume that the FRB energy
spectrum can be modelled using a power-law, Eν′ = kν
′α,
where ν′ is the frequency in the source frame and α is the
spectral index. The FRB bolometric luminosity and energy
are then given by equation (7). Even though the coherent
emission mechanism for FRBs suggests a negative spectral
index, the spectral indices for some of the reported bursts
vary within a wide range. For completeness, here we consider
α = −3.0, -1.5, 1.5 and 3.0.
3.2 MC code algorithm
At the start of the simulation, we select a specific scatter-
ing model and burst type for the FRB events to be gen-
erated. We then draw the intrinsic pulse width wint and
luminosity Lint of the first event from the corresponding
best fit chi-squared distributions (Tables A2 and A3) and
compute the burst energy Eint = wintLint. Next, we draw
D(z) for the burst and evaluate the corresponding z for the
chosen FRB spatial density model n(z). Once the distance
to the FRB is known, we further estimate DMIGM (z) and
wIGM (z) for the scattering model selected. We then draw a
random line of sight in the MW and get DMMW from the
NE2001 model. For the host galaxy ISM contribution, we
choose a random line of sight in the host galaxy to evaluate
DMhost = βDMNE2001 for the β value selected. Once the
DMMW and DMhost contributions are known, we obtain
the corresponding width broadening components wISM,MW
and wISM,host. We include the IGM contribution to the DM
to estimate DMtot and the pulse dispersive smearing wDM .
The observed pulse width wobs is obtained by adding wsamp
to the previously estimated width components (see equation
3).
For a power-law FRB energy density with spectral index
α chosen earlier, the peak flux density at the beam center
Speak,bc can be obtained from Lint for an observation in
the frequency band between ν1 = ν0 − (1/2)νbw and ν2 =
ν0 + (1/2)νbw as
Speak,bc =
Lint(1 + z)
α−1
4piD(z)2(ν′α+1max − ν′α+1min )
(
να+12 − να+11
ν2 − ν1
)
(10)
We assume FRB coherent emission to be in the frequency
range between ν′min = 600 MHz and ν
′
max = 8 GHz, in
agreement with the current observations. However, the ob-
served flux Speak,obs can be significantly smaller compared
to Speak,bc due to the finite telescope beam size and for a
Gaussian beam profile is given by
Speak,obs = Speak,bc exp
[
−(2 ln2) r
′2
r2beam
]
(11)
While the probability of a particular beam detecting the
FRB event is proportional to its area ∼ pir2beam, the ra-
dial distance r′ from the beam center is chosen randomly.
For pulses detected in single-pulse searches, the search trial
width wtrial has to be closest to the observed pulse width
wobs. In our simulation, we generate wtrial in powers of two
starting from wsamp in order to find wtrial nearest to wobs.
Once wtrial is determined, the signal-to-noise ratio S/N for
optimal detection is obtained from Speak,obs and the other
telescope parameters as
S
N
=
Speak,obs
βTsys
Gbeam
√
2νbwwtrial (12)
The FRB event is detected only if S/N > 9 (5) for Parkes
MB (Arecibo ALFA) and the simulation continues with
the aforementioned algorithm until Ndet = 3000 events
have been detected. From Speak,obs of a given FRB, we
further obtain the observed fluence Fobs = Speak,obswobs,
luminosity Lobs = 4piD(z)
2(1 + z)Speak,obs(ν
′
max − ν′min)
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and energy Eobs = 4piD(z)
2(1 + z)Fpeak,obs(ν′max − ν′min).
The observed (Speak,obs, Fobs, DMtot, wobs) and inferred (z,
Lobs, Eobs) properties for every detected burst are stored
for comparison with the observed FRB population in order
to constrain the input parameters.
4 SIMULATION RESULTS AND
PARAMETRIC CONSTRAINTS
In the previous section, we described the MC code algorithm
and discussed the input parameters for our code. Here we
present the simulation results for the non-repeating FRBs
and further compare them with the current observations in
order to constrain the model parameters of the FRB popu-
lation. We first discuss the simulation results of the NE and
SFH n(z) distributions for non-repeating FRBs that are de-
tectable with Parkes to identify the parametric spaces (β,α)
where the KS value γ is maximised for a given choice of
the scattering model and n(z) distribution. Then, we specif-
ically consider the cases where γ is maximised to further
constrain the parameters of the PL n(z) distribution and
identify (αl,αu,zcrit) favored by the observations.
4.1 NE and SFH FRB spatial densities
We show the results for the simulated wobs, Speak,obs and
DMtot distributions of the non-repeating FRBs and com-
pare them with the data from Parkes at νobs = 1.4 GHz in
Figure 5. These simulations are performed for NE and SFH
n(z) distributions with DMhost in the range β ∼ 0.1− 10.0
and the energy spectral index within range α ∼ −3.0 to
3.0. We consider both scattering models for the MC sim-
ulations even though their relative difference is not found
to be significant for the parametric space considered (see
Section 2). We consider wobs and Speak,obs to be the inde-
pendent parameters among (wobs, Speak,obs, Fobs) in addi-
tion to DMtot to evaluate the equivalent KS value γeq =√
γ2wobs + γ
2
Speak,obs
+ γ2DMtot in each case.
We find that for both NE and SFH populations of the
FRBs, the observed wobs from Parkes are in better agree-
ment with the simulated wobs for a relatively small DMhost
contribution corresponding to β ∼ 0.1 − 1.0 as opposed to
β & 10.0. Moreover, the observed wobs distribution suggests
a large negative spectral index α for the FRB energies as
γwobs gradually decreases as α increases for both n(z) dis-
tributions. In case of Speak,obs, we find that the DMhost
contribution does not significantly affect the observed distri-
bution for either of the FRB population densities. However,
the observed Speak,obs from Parkes can be better explained
for a shallower FRB energy spectrum with γSpeak,obs(α =
1.5)  γSpeak,obs(α = −1.5) > γSpeak,obs(α = ±3.0) for
both n(z) considered. For both n(z) distributions used here,
DMhost . DMMW is clearly favored from the DMtot de-
tected at Parkes with γDMtot(β ∼ 0.1− 1.0) γDMtot(β ∼
10.0). The observed DMtot values at Parkes are expected to
arise from a relatively shallow FRB energy density distribu-
tion with α ≈ −1.5 for both FRB n(z).
While the scattering models for IGM and ISM turbu-
lence cannot be significantly differentiated using the ob-
served non-repeating FRB population at present, model 2
is found to be in slightly better agreement with the Parkes
data. From the simulated FRB parameters and the Parkes
data, we find that the host DM contribution is likely to be
smaller or comparable to the MW contribution with the like-
lihood order β = 1.0 ≈ β = 0.1 > β = 10.0. Furthermore,
a larger negative value of α is favored by the FRB obser-
vations in general with the order α = −3.0 > α = 1.5 &
α = −1.5 α = 3.0. While the non-repeating FRB popula-
tion observed with Parkes that is considered here does not
clearly differentiate between the FRB n(z) distributions, we
find the SFH FRB spatial density to be more likely. It should
be noted that NE and SFH n(z) have similar redshift distri-
bution for FRBs upto z ≈ 2.0, where most of the FRBs are
generated in the MC simulations and also observed.
4.2 PL FRB spatial density
From the top-half of Table C1, the five cases with either
NE or SFH n(z) for which γeq is maximised and γeq > 0.2
for a given choice of β, α and the scattering model can be
identified as:
(1) β = 1.0 and α = −3.0 for scattering model 2
(2) β = 0.1 and α = −3.0 for scattering model 2
(3) β = 1.0 and α = 1.5 for scattering model 2
(4) β = 0.1 and α = 1.5 for scattering model 1
(5) β = 10.0 and α = 1.5 for scattering model 1
We show the simulated wobs, Lobs and Eobs distributions
corresponding to these cases for comparison with the ob-
served non-repeating FRB population detected by Parkes
at νobs = 1.4 GHz in Figure 6. In order to constrain the pa-
rameters (αl,αu,zcrit) of the PL n(z) distribution, we per-
form the MC simulations with either varying zcrit or vary-
ing (αl,αu) for each of these cases listed above. We consider
zcrit = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 for fixed (αl,αu) = (2.7,-2.9), where the
values for the PL indices are motivated from the SFH dis-
tribution at asymptotically low and high redshifts. For the
fixed zcrit case, we consider (αl, αu) = (0,−3), (3, 0), (0, 0)
and the value of zcrit = 1.85 is chosen to resemble the red-
shift at which the cosmic SFH distribution peaks.
The bottom-half of Table C1 lists the γ values obtained
by comparing the simulated parameters for both the fixed
zcrit and fixed (αl,αu) cases with the observed FRBs from
Parkes. Along with wobs, we consider Lobs and Eobs as the
independent parameters for the KS analysis in case of PL
n(z) as they are directly correlated with Speak,obs and Fobs
for a given z, which in turn depends on the specific n(z) dis-
tribution. The value for equivalent KS is obtained from these
parameters as γeq =
√
γ2wobs + γ
2
Lobs
+ γ2Eobs . From the fixed
(αl,αu) and varying zcrit case, we find that the agreement of
each of the simulated wobs, Lobs and Eobs distributions with
the corresponding observed/inferred quantities from Parkes
is considerably better for a smaller value of peak redshift for
the FRB PL spatial density with γi(zcrit = 1.0) > γi(zcrit =
2.0) > γi(zcrit = 3.0) for i = wobs, Lobs, Eobs and most of
the cases considered.
Moreover, for the fixed zcrit and varying (αl,αu) case,
we find that the observed wobs and inferred Eobs from Parkes
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Table 3. The follow-up observation information for repeating FRB 121102 and non-repeating FRBs from Table 1. The redshift z and
burst energy Eobs are inferred by assuming a fixed host galaxy DM contribution DMhost = 100 pc cm
−3. None of the 22 listed FRBs
were observed to repeat inspite of dedicated follow-up efforts ranging from few hours to ∼ 1000 hours.
FRB Telescope Speak,obs Fobs z Eobs tobs Reference
(Jy) (Jy ms) (1042 erg) (hr)
010621 Parkes 0.53 4.24 0.20 0.03 15.5 Keane et al. (2012)
090625 Parkes 1.14 2.19 1.06 0.53 33.65 Champion et al. (2016)
110220 Parkes 1.11 7.31 1.12 1.94 1.75 Thornton et al. (2013)
110626 Parkes 0.63 0.89 0.81 0.12 11.25 Thornton et al. (2013)
110703 Parkes 0.45 1.75 1.33 0.65 10.1 Thornton et al. (2013)
120127 Parkes 0.62 0.75 0.61 0.06 5.5 Thornton et al. (2013)
121002 Parkes 0.43 2.34 2.00 1.86 10.25 Champion et al. (2016)
121102 Arecibo, GBT, Effelsberg 0.19 235.7 †
130626 Parkes 0.74 1.47 1.09 0.37 9.5 Champion et al. (2016)
130729 Parkes 0.22 3.43 1.01 0.75 10 Champion et al. (2016)
131104 Parkes 1.16 2.75 0.85 0.43 78 Ravi et al. (2015)
140514 Parkes 0.47 1.32 0.62 0.11 19.2 Petroff et al. (2015b)
150215 Parkes 0.70 2.02 0.82 0.28 17.5 Petroff et al. (2017)
151206 Parkes 0.30 0.90 2.28 0.90 22.3 Bhandari et al. (2018)
151230 Parkes 0.42 1.90 1.13 0.52 54.9 Bhandari et al. (2018)
160317 UTMOST 3.0 63.00 1.03 14.32 105 Caleb et al. (2017)
160608 UTMOST 4.3 38.70 0.51 2.05 35 Caleb et al. (2017)
170107 ASKAP 22.3 57.98 0.68 5.64 669.6 Shannon et al. (2018)
170416 ASKAP 19.4 97.00 0.56 6.30 388.8 Shannon et al. (2018)
170428 ASKAP 7.7 34.00 1.17 9.92 758.4 Shannon et al. (2018)
171116 ASKAP 19.6 63.00 0.69 6.32 1096.8 Shannon et al. (2018)
180110 ASKAP 128.1 420.00 0.82 59.18 904.8 Shannon et al. (2018)
180131 ASKAP 22.2 100.00 0.74 11.46 758.4 Shannon et al. (2018)
† The follow-up data for the repeating FRB 121102 is obtained from Spitler et al. (2016), Scholz et al. (2016), Scholz et al. (2017),
Law et al. (2017), Hardy et al. (2017), Michilli et al. (2018), Gajjar et al. (2018) and Spitler et al. (2018).
can be better explained with a FRB spatial density that
gradually decreases with the source distance as γ[(αl, αu) =
(0,−3)] > γ[(αl, αu) = (0, 0)] > γ[(αl, αu) = (3, 0)] for
both these burst parameters. In case of Lobs as well, a
FRB n(z) decreasing over distance is preferred by the cur-
rent data with the likelihood order for PL indices being
(0,−3) > (3, 0) ∼ (0, 0). Combining the results from the
fixed (αl,αu) and fixed zcrit cases for PL n(z) obtained here
with those for SFH n(z) in Section 4.1, we find that the FRB
spatial density is likely to be a PL distribution with a peak
around the redshift zcrit ∼ 1.0. The reasonable agreement
of the burst parameters with the observed FRB population
at Parkes for SFH n(z) also suggests PL indices αl ≈ 3.0
and αu ≈ −3.0 at asymptotically low and high redshifts,
respectively. Here we have further constrained the decreas-
ing FRB spatial densities at large distances to obtain an
upper PL index αu ∼ −3.0. Therefore, it is likely that the
PL indices for the FRB spatial density are αl ∼ 0 − 3 and
αu ≈ −3 with the distribution peaking at slightly smaller
redshifts compared to the cosmic SFH.
5 FRB POPULATION AND REPEATABILITY
In Section 4, we constrained the FRB host galaxy DM,
spectral index of the energy density, spatial distribution
of the bursts and also the scattering due to turbulence in
the intervening IGM and ISM using the observations for
non-repeating/repeating bursts from Parkes/Arecibo. Now
we use the follow-up data for FRBs in order to investigate
whether FRB 121102 is representative of all FRBs repeating
with a universal energy distribution function (EDF). Even
though most FRBs have been extensively followed up with
dedicated surveys ranging from few hours to ∼ 1000 hrs,
none of them except FRB 180814.J0422+73 were observed
to be repeating. Table 3 lists the published follow-up ob-
servation data for the repeating FRB 121102 and 22 non-
repeating FRBs from Table 1. There can be two possible
reasons for the repeating bursts from other FRBs to not
get detected inspite of a universal repetitive behaviour for
FRBs: (a) the current observing times tobs are smaller com-
pared to the repeating timescale trep for the FRBs, or (b)
the repeating bursts from the other FRBs are very dim and
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Figure 7. Follow-up observations for the repeating FRB 121102 and the non-repeating FRBs: Left panel: Power-law, exponential and
gaussian fits for the CED of the repeating FRB 121102. The distribution for the repeater is normalized using its follow-up observing time
tobs = 235.7 hr. The upper limits for N˙(> Eobs) of the 22 non-repeating FRBs are also shown and are normalized using their respective
tobs values from Table 3, Right panel: The probability of observing none of the 22 non-repeating FRBs to be repeating as a function of the
fluence threshold Fth (see equation 14). The probability is computed for different sensitivities of Parkes Sth = 0.10, 0.13, 0.20, 0.40 Jy.
cannot be detected with the typical sensitivities of the cur-
rent telescopes.
The Parkes sensitivity threshold at νobs = 1.4 GHz
for S/N = 9 and an arbitrary wobs is Sth =
0.36 Jy (wobs/1 ms)
−1/2 (Caleb et al. 2016). For pulse
widths in the range wobs ∼ 1.00 − 8.00 ms, Sth for Parkes
varies within the range ∼ 0.1 − 0.4 Jy. It should be noted
that all the inferred energies in Table 1 are based on the
lower limits for the fluence due to the uncertainty in the po-
sition of the source within a single beam and the assumption
of on-axis detection for all bursts. Since Parkes is less sen-
sitive as compared to Arecibo, we only include the repeat-
ing FRB 121102 sub-bursts for which Speak,obs exceeds the
Parkes Sth for evaluating the repeater cumulative energy dis-
tribution (CED). Out of the 88 repeating bursts from FRB
121102 that we consider here, 65/55/46/21 bursts would
have been above the Parkes Sth ∼ 0.10/0.13/0.20/0.40 Jy
at νobs = 1.4 GHz.
The left-hand panel of Figure 7 shows the chi-squared
PL, exponential and gaussian (with zero mean) fits for
the CED of FRB 121102 along with the N˙(> Eobs) up-
per limits for the non-repeating FRBs. While the repeat-
ing FRB CED is normalized with its total observing time
tobs = 235.7 hr, the N˙(> Eobs,i) values for the individ-
ual non-repeating FRBs are normalized as N˙(> Eobs,i) =
1/tobs,i, where tobs,i is the observing time corresponding
to the i-th burst. The best fit distribution for the CED of
the repeating FRB is found to be: N˙0 exp(−Eobs/E0) with
(N˙0, E0) = (0.283 hr
−1, 4.0 × 1039 erg)/(0.247 hr−1, 4.0 ×
1039 erg)/(0.210 hr−1, 5.0 × 1039 erg)/(0.090 hr−1, 6.0 ×
1039 erg) for Parkes Sth = 0.10/0.13/0.20/0.40 Jy.
For each FRB, the threshold energy corresponding
to a fluence completeness threshold Fth is Eth(zi) =
4piD2(zi)Fth(1 + zi)(ν′max − ν′min). The average number of
repeating events with energy E > Eth(zi) within time tobs,i
for a burst at redshift zi is
Nrep,i =
tobs,i
(1 + zi)
∫ ∞
Eth(zi)
N˙0
E0
exp
(
−Eobs
E0
)
dEobs
=
N˙0 tobs,i
(1 + zi)
exp
[
−Eth(zi)
E0
]
(13)
If all other FRBs repeat at the same rate N˙0 as FRB 121102,
the probability of observing none of the detected bursts to
be repeating for a given value of Fth is
P(Fth) =
22∏
i=1
exp(−Nrep,i)
= exp
[
−
22∑
i=1
N˙0 tobs,i
(1 + zi)
exp
(
−Eth(zi)
E0
)]
(14)
In the right-hand panel of Figure 7, we show the variation of
P(Fth) within a range of Fth for the 22 non-repeating FRBs
with tobs,i listed in Table 3. We evaluate the P(Fth) curves
from equation (14) for the (N˙0, E0) values corresponding
to Parkes Sth = 0.10/0.13/0.20/0.40 Jy. The fluence com-
pleteness threshold for the Parkes FRBs was derived to be
Fth ≈ 2 Jy ms by Keane & Petroff (2015).
We find that the probability of observing none of the
22 non-repeating FRBs that have been followed up so far
to be repeating lies within the range P(Fth) ≈ 0.8− 1.0 for
Fth ≈ 2 Jy ms and Parkes Sth ∼ 0.1 − 0.4 Jy. This is sig-
nificantly larger than the probability ∼ 0.05− 0.3 obtained
by Lu & Kumar (2016) for a smaller sample size and fur-
ther supports repeating FRB as being representative of the
entire FRB population. Although the follow-up observing
times tobs,i have increased for the non-repeating FRBs now,
the exponential EDF for the repeating FRB coupled to the
difference in the mean Eobs for the non-repeating and re-
peating FRBs by almost three orders of magnitude implies
that the other FRBs need to be followed up for significantly
longer before concluding in favour of distinct FRB popula-
tions. It should however be noted that tobs,i for the FRBs
are spread over different telescopes with a range of observ-
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ing frequencies and sensitivities, and a more rigorous anal-
ysis regarding the repeatability of the FRBs would involve
using a uniform sample which is possible once more bursts
are followed up in the future.
6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we described a formalism to study the intrin-
sic properties of the observed non-repeating and repeating
FRBs and used MC simulations to constrain the proper-
ties of the FRB source, its host galaxy and the intervening
turbulent medium from the current observational data. Al-
though the physical origin of these events is still a matter of
open debate with no concrete information about the progen-
itor model and/or radiation mechanism known at present,
the population modelling of the FRB parameters helps in
extracting useful information regarding the physical proper-
ties of these radio bursts from their observations. We have
only considered FRBs with DMtot exceeding 500 pc cm
−3
that were published until January 2019 and derived their
intrinsic properties self-consistently from the observations
without assuming any initial distributions for the FRB pa-
rameters. The methods presented in this work can poten-
tially be used in the near future in order to place even more
tighter constraints on the burst properties and make obser-
vational predictions as the FRB population is expected to
grow rapidly over the next few years with many radio tran-
sient surveys collecting more data.
We estimated the individual burst distances and intrin-
sic pulse widths by assuming a fixed host galaxy DM contri-
bution and two scattering models for the temporal broaden-
ing due to multipath propagation of the pulse through ion-
ized plasma, respectively. While wISM is suppressed relative
to wIGM by the geometrical lever-arm factor ∼ 4f(1 − f)
for both scattering models, wIGM for model 2 is based on
a theoretical model for IGM turbulence as opposed to an
observationally established empirical fit for model 1. After
computing Speak,int from wint and Fobs, we obtained the
bolometric luminosity and energy for the bursts for a flat
FRB energy spectrum with coherent emission within fre-
quency range ν′min = 600 MHz to ν
′
max = 8 GHz. We ob-
tained chi-squared fits for the cumulative distributions of
wint and Lint of the FRBs, and used them to constrain the
physical properties of FRBs with our MC code.
It should be noted that a larger host galaxy DM con-
tribution would result in a smaller inferred z from equation
(1) leading to a correspondingly small DM contribution from
the IGM. The IGM scatter broadening wIGM will then de-
crease while wISM,host from the host galaxy ISM increases.
As wISM,host is suppressed significantly relative to wIGM
by the geometrical lever-arm factor, there is a net increase
in wint with increase in DMhost. However, as wIGM is al-
most two orders of magnitude smaller compared to wint for
both populations of FRBs (see Figure 4), the resultant in-
crease/decrease in wint/Speak,int is negligible and the re-
duction in the inferred L and E values from equation (7)
can be ignored. Therefore, the wint and Lint distributions
derived for a typical MW-like host galaxy with DMhost ≈
100 pc cm−3 in Section 2 will not change appreciably. Sim-
ilarly, the assumption of a flat FRB energy spectrum with
α ≈ 0 within the frequency range ν′min = 600 MHz to
ν′max = 8 GHz does not affect the inferred luminosity val-
ues significantly relative to the α ≈ −1.4 case for the Kol-
mogorov turbulence spectrum.
The distances to the simulated bursts are initially de-
termined from the FRB spatial density (NE/SFH/PL) and
the IGM contributions to the DM and width of the pulse
are computed using z. The host galaxy DM contribution is
obtained by assuming it to be a MW-like galaxy and scaling
DMNE2001 with the parameter β ∼ 0.1− 10. The telescope
beam center flux density is then obtained for a PL FRB
energy density Eν′ = kν
′α, observing frequency bandwidth
(ν1, ν2) = (ν0−0.5νbw, ν0 +0.5νbw) and FRB coherent emis-
sion frequency range (ν′min, ν
′
max) = (600 MHz, 8 GHz) from
equation (10). We modelled the flux degradation due to fi-
nite telescope beam size using a Gaussian beam profile to
obtain the Speak,obs from equation (11). The Speak,obs de-
pendent S/N is computed for every simulated burst and the
FRB is detected if its flux density exceeds the telescope sen-
sitivity threshold.
We compare the properties of the simulated non-
repeating/repeating FRBs with those observed at
Parkes/Arecibo in order to constrain the host galaxy
DM relative to MW β, PL energy density spectral index
α, scattering in the intervening turbulent plasma and the
spatial density n(z) of the FRB sources. Lastly, we discuss
whether repeating FRB 121102 is representative of the
entire FRB population based on its repetition rate N˙0 and
a universal EDF. In the following, we summarise the main
results of this work:
(i) The wint for non-repeating (repeating) FRBs varies
within a broad range ∼ 0.3 − 10 ms (∼ 0.1 − 8 ms) and
the cumulative width distribution is an exponential func-
tion with a cutoff wint,c ∼ 2.0 ms (∼ 1.6 ms), while Lint
varies within ∼ 1043− 1047 erg/s (∼ 1041− 1043 erg/s) with
an exponential cumulative distribution and cutoff Lint,c ∼
2.0 × 1045 erg/s (∼ 2.7 × 1042 erg/s). The ISM contribu-
tion to the width broadening is significantly suppressed in
comparison to wIGM due to the geometry of the scatter-
ing medium along the line of sight to the FRB source with
wISM,MW . 10−3 ms and wISM,host . 10−6 ms for non-
repeating FRBs and wISM,host/MW . 10−4 ms for repeating
FRBs. As a result, the pulse width broadening due to scat-
tering wsc ≈ wIGM for both classes of bursts. The scatter
broadening of the pulse is found to be the smallest contri-
bution to the wobs with wsc . 1 ms (wsc . 2× 10−2 ms) for
the non-repeating (repeating) bursts.
We find that wint is largely scattering model independent
for both classes of FRBs, and the average relative temporal
broadening ∆wint/wint ∼ 150% and ∼ 20% for non-
repeating and repeating bursts, respectively. While wDM
is the dominant contribution to the temporal broadening
for non-repeating FRBs with wobs ∼ wint ∼ wDM  wsc,
the dispersive smearing in case of repeating bursts is
significantly smaller with wobs ≈ wint  wDM  wsc.
Due to the small z ≈ 0.19273 for FRB 121102, wsc and
wDM contributions are found to be almost negligible and a
considerable fraction of wobs is expected to come from wint.
(ii) We find that the SFH spatial density is preferred over
the NE spatial density based on the current Parkes obser-
vations reported at νobs = 1.4 GHz. However, the current
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FRB observations from Parkes do not provide a sufficiently
large data sample in order to distinguish substantially be-
tween the two IGM scattering broadening models considered
here. The DM contribution from the host galaxy of the FRB
source is expected to be either smaller or comparable to the
Galactic contribution with β ∼ 0.1 − 1. The Parkes obser-
vations for the non-repeating FRBs favour a large negative
value of the FRB energy density spectral index α within the
range -3.0 to -1.5.
We also compared the simulated FRB parameters with the
Parkes data to constrain the peak redshift and low/high-z
PL indices of the FRB spatial density. The spatial density
of FRBs is likely to be a PL distribution peaking at smaller
redshifts zcrit ∼ 0.5 − 1.0 compared to the cosmic SFH.
The FRB density is expected to increase upto z ≈ zcrit
with a PL index αl ∼ 0− 3 and drop considerably at larger
distances with αu ≈ −3.
(iii) We used the published FRB follow-up observing data
in order to investigate whether FRB 121102 is represen-
tative of the entire population. The CED for the repeat-
ing FRB was computed by only including the FRB 121102
bursts for which Speak,obs exceeds the Parkes Sth. We ob-
tained an exponential CED N˙0exp(−Eobs/E0), with repeti-
tion rate N˙0 ∼ 0.090 − 0.283 hr−1 and cutoff energy E0 ∼
(4−6)×1039 erg for Parkes Sth ∼ 0.1−0.4 Jy. We find that
if all FRBs repeat at the same rate N˙0 ∼ 0.090−0.283 hr−1
and with a universal EDF, the probability of observing none
of them to be repeating is ∼ 0.8 − 1.0 for Fth ≈ 2 Jy −ms
and Parkes Sth ∼ 0.1 − 0.4 Jy. As the universal EDF is an
exponential distribution with a cutoff energy that is much
smaller compared to the typical non-repeating FRB ener-
gies, significantly longer FRB follow-up observations are
needed to distinguish between the FRB populations.
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APPENDIX A: PULSE TEMPORAL
BROADENING DUE TO IGM TURBULENCE
Here we derive the expression (equation 6) for the pulse
temporal smearing due to IGM turbulence for the theoretical
model proposed by Macquart & Koay (2013). The IGM
temporal smearing wIGM can be written in terms of the
angular size of the image due to scatter broadening θsc =
fDLS/DSk rdiff as
wIGM =
DLDSθ
2
sc
cDLS(1 + zL)
=
f2λ20
c(1 + zL)
Deff
4pi2r2diff
(A1)
where DL/DS/DLS is the angular diameter distance from
the observer to the scattering region/observer to the
source/scattering region to the source, zL/zS/zLS is the cor-
responding redshift, Deff = DLDLS/DS and λ = 2pi/k is
the wavelength in the observer frame. We consider the case
when the diffractive length scale rdiff is smaller compared
to the inner scale of the scattering region l with the constant
f = 1.18 to obtain rdiff = (8.0 × 109 m) λ−10 SM−1/2eff,0 l1/60 ,
where λ0 = λ/(1 m), SMeff,0 = SMeff/(10
12 m−17/3) and
l0 = l/(1 AU).
The z-corrected effective scattering measure is
SMeff(z) = K1
∫ z
0
(1 + z′)3dH(z
′)dz′ (A2)
where dH(z
′) = (c/H0)[Ωm(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ]−1/2 and K1 ≈
(9.42 × 10−14 m−20/3) is constant for the scattering region
outer scale L ∼ 1 pc and Kolmogorov turbulence spectrum.
Substituting rdiff in terms of SMeff into equation (A1) and
further rewriting λ0 = c/ν0 gives the temporal smearing (in
sec)
wIGM (z) = K2
Deff
(1 + zL)
SMeff(z)
ν40
(A3)
where K2 ≈ (1.56×10−32 s)(f2c3/4pi2)(l0/1 AU)−1/3 is con-
stant and ν0 is the wave frequency in Hz in the observer
frame.
Now we write Deff and zL in equation (A3) in terms
of the source redshift zS . We compute the maximum pulse
temporal smearing assuming that the IGM scattering region
is placed exactly midway along the source to the observed
line of sight (Vandenberg 1976; Lorimer et al. 2013), with
DL = DLS and DL = (1/2)DS which further reduces to(
1 + zLS
1 + zL
)∫ zL
0
dH(z
′)dz′ =
∫ zS
zL
dH(z
′)dz′ (A4)
1
(1 + zL)
∫ zL
0
dH(z
′)dz′ =
1
2(1 + zS)
×
(∫ zL
0
dH(z
′)dz′ +
∫ zS
zL
dH(z
′)dz′
)
(A5)
respectively. Substituting the second integral on the right-
hand side of equation (A5) with equation (A4) and using 1+
zLS = (1+zS)/(1+zL) gives the solution to the simultaneous
equations (A4) and (A5) to be
1 + zL = (1 + z)/(1 + z −
√
z(1 + z))
where we have replaced zS with z. Lastly, using Deff =
(1/4)DS and SMeff (z) from equation (A2) in equation (A3)
gives
wIGM (z) =
kIGM
ν40,GHzZL
∫ z
0
dz′
[Ωm(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ]
0.5
×
∫ z
0
(1 + z′)3
[Ωm(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ]
0.5 dz
′ (A6)
where kIGM is the redshift independent normalisation factor
including K1 and K2, ν0,GHz = ν0/10
9 and ZL = (1 +
z)2
[
(1 + z)−√z(1 + z)]−1.
APPENDIX B: SIMULATION RESULTS FOR
REPEATING FRB 121102
Here we discuss the simulation results for the sub-bursts of
the repeating FRB 121102 in order to better constrain the
spectral properties of this source. In Figure A1, we show the
results for the simulated Speak,obs and Fobs distributions of
the repeating bursts and further compare them with the
Arecibo observations at νobs = 1.4 GHz. We fix the host
galaxy DM contribution relative to MW β and the spatial
density n(z) model for all the simulations as the source red-
shift and the individual DM components (DMIGM , DMMW
and DMhost) along the line of sight are both well known for
FRB 121102. Also, we only consider model 1 for the IGM
and ISM scattering in our simulations as the relative differ-
ence between the scattering models is found to be negligible
for FRB 121102. We consider the value of the energy spec-
tral index α to be varying within the range of -5.0 to 3.0, as
supported by the current observations.
As z = 0.19273 is fixed for all the FRB 121102 bursts,
the distribution for Lobs/Eobs is essentially the same as
that for Speak,obs/Fobs while the DMtot is fixed. This re-
duces the number of independent parameters among the
observed/inferred quantities to only two, and here we con-
sider Speak,obs and Fobs as the independent parameters for
our analysis. Table A1 lists the γ values from the compar-
ison of the simulated Speak,obs and Fobs with the Arecibo
νobs = 1.4 GHz population. The equivalent KS value is
obtained from the two observable parameters as γeq =√
γ2Speak,obs + γ
2
Fobs . We find that the observed Speak,obs
for FRB 121102 bursts detected by Arecibo agree better
with the simulated Speak,obs results for positive energy spec-
tral indices, especially α ≈ 2.0. However, the observed
Fobs for the Arecibo bursts implies either a steep increas-
ing or decreasing energy spectrum for this FRB. The γeq
values obtained for FRB 121102 suggest a large negative
α ∼ −5.0 to − 4.0 or moderately positive α ∼ 1.5 to 2.0 for
this repeating FRB. As a result, it is very unlikely that the
repeating FRB 121102 has a flat energy spectrum across its
entire emission range and its spectrum is expected to be bet-
ter constrained in the future once more bursts are detected
by Arecibo at νobs = 1.4 GHz and their spectral information
are available.
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Figure A1. Comparison of repeating FRB sub-bursts detected by Arecibo at observing frequency νobs = 1.4 GHz and simulated
Speak,obs and Fobs for FRB 121102 with different spectral indices. In both the panels, the MC simulation results are shown for α values
ranging from -5.0 to 3.0. While β and n(z) are fixed for the repeating FRB simulations, we only consider model 1 for the IGM and ISM
scattering as the difference between the scattering models for the FRB 121102 sub-bursts is found to be negligible (see Section 2.3). Left
panel: Simulation results for Speak,obs and different α, Right panel: Simulation results for Fobs and different α.
Table A1. KS test values from the comparison of simulated Speak,obs and Fobs with the observed repeating FRB 121102 sub-burst
population detected at Arecibo with νobs = 1.4 GHz. The γ values are obtained for a fixed β and n(z) with γeq =
√
γ2Speak,obs
+ γ2Fobs .
All the values are listed for scattering model 1 as the difference between the intrinsic distributions is found to be insignificant between
the two scattering models (see Table A3).
α γSpeak,obs γFobs γeq
-5.0 0.001 0.970 0.686
-4.0 6.830× 10−6 0.258 0.182
-3.0 2.868× 10−7 0.023 0.016
-2.0 5.521× 10−8 0.003 0.002
-1.5 5.974× 10−8 0.002 0.001
1.5 0.028 0.489 0.346
2.0 0.448 0.043 0.318
3.0 0.004 4.829× 10−4 0.003
APPENDIX C: FRB INTRINSIC
DISTRIBUTIONS AND KS ANALYSIS
Here we list the best fit distribution parameters for both
non-repeating and repeating FRBs as well as the KS test
values obtained from the comparison between simulated and
observed FRB population at Parkes. Table A2 lists the func-
tional fit parameters with the corresponding chi-squared val-
ues for the pulse width and luminosity of the non-repeating
FRBs. The repeating FRB width and luminosity distribu-
tion fit parameters with the chi-squared values are listed in
Table A3. The top-half of Table C1 lists the KS test values
(γ) obtained from the comparison of the simulated parame-
ters with those from the observed population at Parkes.
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Table A2. Power-law, exponential and gaussian fit parameters for the width and luminosity distributions of non-repeating FRBs
Width Distribution Functional fit Reduced χ2
Observed Power-law (35.431± 2.538) w−0.917±0.058obs 0.369
Exponential (30.868± 1.507) e−wobs/(4.182±0.233) 0.135
Gaussian (20.578± 1.312) e−w2obs/2(4.102±0.271)2 0.447
Intrinsic (1/2) Power-law (13.220± 0.496) w−0.744±0.045int1 /(13.103± 0.502) w−0.736±0.045int2 0.342/0.356
Exponential (25.369± 1.044) e−wint1/(2.086±0.122)/(25.237± 1.029) e−wint2/(2.092±0.122) 0.141/0.140
Gaussian (18.892± 1.134) e−w2int1/2(1.838±0.132)2/(18.841± 1.129) e−w2int2/2(1.839±0.132)2 0.509/0.510
Luminosity Distribution Functional fit Reduced χ2
Observed Power-law (12.916± 0.867) L−0.310±0.031obs 1.038
Exponential (17.061± 1.109) e−Lobs/(10.812±1.723) 0.666
Gaussian (19.547± 1.902) e−L2obs/2(2.517±0.375)2 1.254
Intrinsic (1/2) Power-law (17.468± 0.999) L−0.299±0.024int1 /(17.489± 0.999) L−0.298±0.024int2 0.928/0.927
Exponential (18.203± 1.339) e−Lint1/(21.588±4.385)/(18.395± 1.362) e−Lint2/(20.741±4.198) 0.657/0.654
Gaussian (16.235± 1.311) e−L2int1/2(13.368±2.098)2/(16.297± 1.311) e−L2int2/2(13.206±2.047)2 1.185/1.173
Table A3. Power-law, exponential and gaussian fit parameters for the width and luminosity distributions of repeating FRB
Width Distribution Functional fit Reduced χ2
Observed Power-law (40.114± 1.632) w−0.657±0.033obs 5.255
Exponential (93.887± 0.757) e−wobs/(2.135±0.023) 0.113
Gaussian (71.173± 1.438) e−w2obs/2(1.992±0.043)2 0.973
Intrinsic (1/2) Power-law (34.593± 1.453) w−0.656±0.032
int1/2
5.026/5.026
Exponential (94.407± 0.842) e−wint1/2/(1.628±0.019) 0.130/0.130
Gaussian (71.762± 1.523) e−w
2
int1/2/2(1.485±0.034)2 1.061/1.061
Luminosity Distribution Functional fit Reduced χ2
Observed Power-law (2.436± 0.351) L−0.593±0.028obs 4.228
Exponential (89.749± 1.013) e−Lobs/(0.020±0.001) 0.215
Gaussian (70.157± 1.817) e−L2obs/2(0.017±0.001)2 1.579
Intrinsic (1/2) Power-law (3.341± 0.438) L−0.548±0.026
int1/2
4.471/4.471
Exponential (86.169± 0.989) e−Lint1/2/(0.027±0.001) 0.233/0.233
Gaussian (68.484± 1.940) e−L
2
int1/2/2(0.022±0.001)2 1.906/1.906
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Table C1. KS test values γ from the comparison of simulated FRB parameters with the observed FRB population at Parkes. The
top-half of the table lists the values for wobs, Speak,obs and DMtot of the NE and SFH non-repeating FRB population. The γ values are
obtained for different β and α combinations with γeq =
√
γ2wobs + γ
2
Speak,obs
+ γ2DMtot . The values for scattering model 1/2 are listed
for each entry. The bottom-half of the table lists the values for wobs, Lobs and Eobs for PL population with varying zcrit or varying
(αl,αu). The γ values for the PL population are obtained for cases 1-5 given in Section 4.2 with γeq =
√
γ2wobs + γ
2
Lobs
+ γ2Eobs
.
n(z) β α γwobs γSpeak,obs γDMtot γeq
NE 0.1 -3.0 0.352/0.376 0.022/0.022 0.020/0.019 0.204/0.218
(1.0) (0.369/0.362) (0.031/0.022) (0.077/0.111) (0.218/0.219)
[10.0] [0.161/0.204] [0.035/0.021] [0.009/0.008] [0.095/0.118]
-1.5 0.138/0.142 0.055/0.051 0.047/0.051 0.090/0.092
(0.092/0.129) (0.074/0.054) (0.011/0.027) (0.068/0.082)
[0.048/0.060] [0.067/0.063] [4.939× 10−6/9.282× 10−6] [0.048/0.050]
1.5 0.036/0.043 0.328/0.408 3.103× 10−4/1.442× 10−4 0.191/0.237
(0.017/0.035) (0.271/0.481) (4.659× 10−5/2.040× 10−4) (0.157/0.278)
[0.017/0.016] [0.301/0.307] [2.253× 10−7/1.301× 10−7] [0.174/0.177]
3.0 0.007/0.004 0.009/0.004 2.136× 10−5/1.005× 10−5 0.007/0.003
(0.004/0.006) (0.003/0.008) (5.505× 10−6/9.531× 10−6) (0.003/0.006)
[0.002/0.003] [0.002/0.004] [1.454× 10−8/2.047× 10−8] [0.002/0.003]
SFH 0.1 -3.0 0.504/0.629 0.004/0.002 0.008/0.007 0.291/0.363
(1.0) (0.512/0.627) (0.004/0.003) (0.022/0.030) (0.296/0.362)
[10.0] [0.293/0.292] [0.003/0.004] [0.025/0.038] [0.170/0.170]
-1.5 0.196/0.208 0.028/0.024 0.114/0.075 0.132/0.128
(0.193/0.217) (0.032/0.024) (0.050/0.054) (0.117/0.130)
[0.087/0.072] [0.036/0.024] [1.609× 10−5/1.073× 10−5] [0.054/0.044]
1.5 0.071/0.045 0.440/0.362 0.001/4.936× 10−4 0.257/0.211
(0.046/0.074) (0.460/0.423) (4.936× 10−4/5.503× 10−4) (0.267/0.248)
[0.023/0.024] [0.406/0.395] [5.595× 10−7/7.496× 10−7] [0.235/0.228]
3.0 0.009/0.021 0.007/0.032 8.772× 10−5/1.392× 10−4 0.007/0.022
(0.012/0.010) (0.012/0.009) (8.462× 10−5/5.401× 10−5) (0.010/0.008)
[0.010/0.008] [0.014/0.018] [1.850× 10−7/2.153× 10−7] [0.010/0.011]
PL n(z) (αl,αu) zcrit γwobs γLobs γEobs γeq
Case 1 (2.7,-2.9) 1.00 (2.00) 0.897 (0.477) 0.512 (0.649) 0.545 (0.193) 0.674 (0.478)
[3.00] [0.410] [0.622] [0.186] [0.443]
Case 2 0.847 (0.395) 0.556 (0.652) 0.638 (0.184) 0.691 (0.453)
[0.402] [0.694] [0.155] [0.472]
Case 3 0.923 (0.138) 0.580 (0.089) 0.694 (0.001) 0.746 (0.095)
[0.015] [1.100× 10−4] [2.543× 10−7] [0.009]
Case 4 0.932 (0.138) 0.679 (0.083) 0.643 (0.001) 0.762 (0.093)
[0.005] [1.153× 10−4] [1.001× 10−7] [0.003]
Case 5 0.672 (0.051) 0.620 (0.094) 0.822 (3.834× 10−4) 0.710 (0.062)
[0.005] [1.798× 10−4] [3.138× 10−7] [0.003]
Case 1 (0,-3){3,0} 1.85 0.788 {0.479} 0.267 {0.640} 0.336 {0.210} 0.518 {0.477}
[0,0] [0.856] [0.287] [0.369] [0.563]
Case 2 0.692 {0.413} 0.263 {0.607} 0.433 {0.188} 0.495 {0.438}
[0.728] [0.289] [0.421] [0.513]
Case 3 0.786 {0.177} 0.864 {0.127} 0.489 {0.003} 0.731 {0.126}
[0.253] [0.121] [0.012] [0.162]
Case 4 0.860 {0.165} 0.964 {0.115} 0.640 {0.002} 0.832 {0.116}
[0.253] [0.111] [0.016] [0.160]
Case 5 0.491 {0.086} 0.942 {0.218} 0.389 {0.002} 0.653 {0.135}
[0.120] [0.128] [0.013] [0.102]
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